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Mass skills we got the clothes
'Cause we got a special touch
Asian peeps who knoe we're fly
That's one fact we won't deny
We look good from head to toe
Take a peek and enjoy it slow
What is said is what is done
Now sit back and let life flow some

Oh my I'm on the mic this time
Yeah yeah yeah

Once again her I go blowin' for ya peeps
'Cause you represent my music Christian
I'll be getting deep (deep)
Blowin' these high lyrics like the Asians like
Up on side with my homie Asian Mic
We'll be turnin' up the lyrics like it ain't no shit
'Cause ya know that you be lovin' it (lovin' it)
Asian go ahead and pass me the mic
'Cause ya know I'll bust it up like, "it down, right?"
But wait hold up
Do you know that Asian Thomas Vu? (yeah)
Man he's cool
So don't play him for a fool
But the bad thing is that he don't smoke no greens
But it's all for good 'cause he ain't no bud fin
But if he was I'll blaze up the vega
'Cause ya know that the vega is the shemega
(shemega)

Mass skills we got the clothes
'Cause got a special touch
Asian peeps who know we're fly
That's one fact we won't deny
We look good from head to toe
Take a peek and enjoy it slow
What is said is what is done
Now tip it for the guys and have some fun
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